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JOINT COMMENTS OF INSTITUTE FOR POLICY INTEGRITY
AT NYU SCHOOL OF LAW AND WATTTIME ON STRAW PROPOSAL
In response to the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (“PURA”)’s January 5, 2021
Notice of Issuance of Straw Electric Storage Program Design and Request for Comments in the
above-captioned proceeding, 1 the Institute for Policy Integrity at NYU School of Law (Policy
Integrity) 2 and WattTime offer the following comments.
We recognize that energy storage will be a crucial part of the clean electricity grid of the
future, and encourage PURA to continue making support for energy storage part of its
overarching decarbonization agenda. However, we also urge PURA to more carefully consider
the emission implications of its energy storage policies starting immediately, as energy storage
systems can lead to increased emissions given the current mix of generation resources in ISONE.
In particular, we recommend that PURA takes into account the potential emissions
consequences of energy storage operations in designing its performance-based incentive.
I.

Energy Storage and Emissions

In addition to their value in providing energy management services and contributing to
grid reliability, energy storage systems are key to reducing carbon emissions by supporting
greater integration of variable renewable energy resources. However, unless policies affecting
the deployment and use of energy storage resources are designed carefully, those resources’
operation can end up increasing emissions.
Understanding how energy storage operations change emissions requires looking at the
difference between the emissions caused when the system is charged and the emissions avoided
when the system is discharged. And, to assess this emissions performance, Marginal Operating
Emissions Rates (MOERs) should be used because they reflect the changes in emissions caused
by adding or removing one additional unit of electricity demand at a particular time and location.
The emissions intensity of electricity delivered at a specific time and place can vary widely.
Every five minutes, the power plant supplying the last unit of electricity needed to satisfy
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demand can change; a change of the power plant supplying that unit generally means a change of
emissions intensity. The MOER captures and reflects these changes. Understanding the MOERs
of a grid is therefore important for understanding the emissions consequences of a policy that
would increase or decrease load at any given time and location. The real world emissions impact
of a particular change in load, for example flipping a light switch, can be determined using these
time-varying MOERs.
Energy storage can increase emissions in the following two ways:
Charge and Discharge Timing. The timing of energy storage systems’ charging and discharging
determines much of their effect on emissions as measured by MOERs. If a battery is charged
when the marginal load is being supplied by a carbon-intensive generation source and discharged
when there is abundant renewable energy, it increases emissions by substituting carbon-intensive
generation for clean energy. Conversely, if a battery charges when MOERs are low and
discharges when they are high, emissions decrease.
Efficiency losses. Energy losses occur during both charging and discharging energy storage
systems, as well as during transmission and distribution. As a result, a greater amount of total
electricity generation is needed to provide the same amount of final electricity injection using
storage. And so, if storage is charged from fossil-fueled sources, the electricity eventually
discharged by the storage resource will be even more emissions intensive than what the fossilfueled sources would have injected directly into the system. In addition, depending on the
magnitude of these losses, energy storage can increase emissions even when the MOERs at the
time of charging are lower than the MOERs at the time of discharging. 3
II.

Potential Effects of the Proposed Electric Storage Program Design

The proposed program design includes two types of incentives, an upfront incentive and a
performance-based incentive. The latter is based on a storage unit's performance in reducing the
summer peak demand. Specifically, a unit would be eligible for incentives if it discharges during
peak periods (2pm-7pm) between June 1st and Sept 30th. As a result, during the summer months,
storage units are expected to charge outside of that time frame--either at night, in the morning, or
both, depending on the prices.
However, a quick analysis of the ISO-NE's MOERs for Connecticut shows that such a
charging pattern could lead to increased emissions. Figure 1 below shows the heatmap of ISONE MOERs between January 2019 and November 2020. MOERs are calculated using
WattTime’s independently validated, 5-minute marginal emission rate data for the ISO-NE
Connecticut sub region. WattTime’s marginal emissions model is an extension of the method of
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Callaway et al. (2017) 4 and was independently validated by the nonprofit Rocky Mountain
Institute. 5 Based on this heatmap, MOERs are mostly flat during day times, while there are some
bumps during the night time due to imports.
Figure 1. Heatmap of 5 min MOERs in ISONE CT

Source: WattTime Analysis
This pattern is more apparent in Figure 2, below, which shows average hourly MOERs in
summer months. These figures imply that a storage unit that charges during the night time and
discharges from 2pm–7pm would lead to increased emissions because the night-time MOERs are
higher than the MOERs during the peak period. In addition, even storage units that charge during
the day time are likely to lead to higher emissions due to energy losses.
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Figure 2. Hourly MOERs in Summer Months

Source: WattTime Analysis

III.

Suggestions

PURA’s sixth Program Objective calls for “maximiz[ing] long-term environmental
benefits of electric storage by reducing emissions associated with fossil-based peaking
generation,” 6 yet, as we explain above, the program’s design could result in energy storage
resources’ installation and operation leading to increased emissions. PURA and the Program
Administrators (that is, the Connecticut Green Bank and Electric Distribution Companies)
should, therefore, carefully consider the emission implications of the program’s performancebased incentives for storage operations.
In addition, Section III.O of the Straw Proposal directs electricity distribution companies
(EDCs) to investigate the relationship between reduced emissions from fossil-fueled peaking
facilities and the hours and locations at which storage resources operate. 7 That investigation is to
include an examination of how well “[a]dditional or different performance-based incentives, for
which either the EDCs or the CGB shall recommend a methodology for determining the
appropriate adder level,” would avoid “in-state fossil peaking generation.” 8
In light of the emissions-reduction program objective and the directive to investigate
options for achieving emissions reductions, we make the following two recommendations.
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1. Take note of other states’ experiences
California discovered in the course of implementing Self-Generation Incentive Program
(SGIP) that the program, as initially designed, increased rather than decreased system-wide
emissions intensity. 10 California adjusted SGIP accordingly to require energy storage systems
receiving an incentive to reduce emissions on an annual basis evaluated against grid marginal
emissions, based on when systems charge and discharge. 11 To aid energy storage developers, the
California Public Utilities Commission ordered the development of real-time marginal emissions
signal with 5-minute granularity and 72-hour rolling forecasts was developed for integration into
control systems.
9

New York, encouraged by stakeholders to learn from California’s experience, 12 paid
close attention to how its own program’s features would affect marginal emissions rates before
finalizing its design. 13 In addition, research on Massachusetts’ Clean Peak Standard shows that
the policy, as designed, is ineffective in emission reductions. 14
2. Prescribe granular data collection and reporting
The Straw Proposal directs the Program Administrators to collect and share data on,
among other things, “aggregate avoided emissions (CO2, NOx, SOx),” and for an Evaluation,
Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) Consultant to establish a “metric” for the same. 15
PURA should direct the Program Administrators and the consultant to collect and devise a metric
for not only “aggregate” emissions data, but also more granular data that captures variations
across time, place, and circumstances particular to different categories of energy storage
9
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installation. Without such data, it will be difficult if not impossible to understand what causes
some storage resources to help achieve the program’s emissions-reduction objective and others
to impede it.
Gathering granular data is something that the Straw Proposal directs EDCs to eventually
do anyway. Specifically, they are to investigate the relationship between reduced emissions from
fossil-fueled peaking facilities and the hours and locations at which particular storage resources
operate. 16 That investigation is to include an examination of “[a]dditional or different
performance-based incentives, for which either the EDCs or the CGB shall recommend a
methodology for determining the appropriate adder level.” 17
Multiple existing resources can guide EDCs in the conduct of the sort of granular data
collection and analysis that they must eventually undertake, and could begin undertaking
immediately. Policy Integrity has published the following reports that themselves serve as
guides, in addition to identifying resources and rubrics that are useful for this purpose:
-

Valuing Pollution Reductions: How to Monetize Greenhouse Gas and Local Air Pollutant
Reductions from Distributed Energy Resources; 18

-

Making the Most of Distributed Energy Resources: Subregional Estimates of the
Environmental Value of Distributed Energy Resources in the United States; 19 and

-

Managing the Future of Energy Storage: Implications for Greenhouse Gas Emissions. 20

In addition, California's experience with a real-time marginal emissions signal shows that such
collecting and using such granular data is feasible. 21
For these reasons, PURA should consider replacing the Straw Proposal’s references to
“aggregated avoided emissions” with “avoided emissions at the most granular level practicable,”
and EDCs and an EM&V Consultant should plan, upon the launch of the program, to begin
gathering, analyzing, and reporting granular emissions data, rather than adopting an initially
coarse approach that obscures key insights and eventually replacing that approach well after
other aspects of the program have taken shape.
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